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Grade 4 Reading - 2000

DirectionsRead the information below. Then do Numbers 1 and 2.

factsaolt

What was the coldest recorded temperature ever in Colorado?
-61°F, in Maybell, Colorado, on February 1, 1985.

What was the biggest recorded snowfall ever in Denver?
Stapleton Airport, 24 inches in 24 hours on December 24, 1982.
What is a blizzard?
A winter storm with very cold temperatures of 20°F or less, winds 35 miles
per hour or more, and snow that reduces visibility to 4 mile or less.
What is a winter storm?
At lower elevations in Colorado, 6 inches of snow in 12 hours or 10 inches
or more in 24 hours. In the mountains, 8 inches of snow in 12 hours or 12
inches or more in 24 hours.

What is wind chill?
How cold the air temperature feels when wind blows cold, moist air
against exposed skin. _

What is the winter solstice?
The time at which the sun's direct overhead rays are farthest south of
the equator.

Which section would most likely be included in a book about the history of weather
conditions in Colorado?

What was the biggest snowfall ever in Denver?

O What is a blizzard?

O What is wind chill?

O What is the winter solstice?
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Grade 4 Reading 2000

2' Each heading in the article asks a question. Which two questions from the article
would best be answered by using a glossary in a textbook? Write the two questions
in the chart below.

A glossary would help answer these two questions from the
information about winter.

1)

2)

Which two questions from the article would best be answered by using weather
records? Write the two questions in the chart below.

Weather records would help answer these two questions from the
information about winter.

1)

2)

Page 2
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CSAP Grade 4 Reading Scoring Guide

FACTS ABOUT WINTER

Item 2:

Each heading in the article asks a question. Which two questions from the article would best be answered
by using a glossary in a textbook? Write the two questions in the chart below.

Rubric

Exemplary Response:

Part A: Any two of the following:

A glossary would help answer these two questions from the
information about winter.

What is a blizzard?
What is a winter storm?
What is a wind chill?
What is the winter solstice?

Part B: Both of the following:

Weather records would help answer these two questions from the
information about winter.

What was the coldest temperature ever in Colorado?
What was the biggest snowfall ever in Denver?

Score Points:

2 points

1 point

Two responses from Part A and two responses from Part B correctly placed in charts

One response from Part A and one response from Part B correctly placed in charts, OR two
responses from either Part A or Part B, OR one response from Part A and two responses
from Part B, OR two responses from Part A and one response from Part B

0 points other

Standard 5: Students read to locate, select, and make use of relevant information from a variety of sources.

© Colorado Department of Education Page 3



94A-2-A

Each heading in the article asks a question. Which of the questions might best be
94 answered by using a glossary in a textbook? Choose two of the questions and fill in the

-hart below.

1151+ . 1fIer -Aeter6±:

A glossary would help answer these two questions from the information about winter

1.

)

Which of the questions might best be answered by using weather records? Choose two
of the questions and fill in the chart below.

Weather records would help answer these two questions from the information
about winter:

1.

6
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94A-2-B

94
Each heading in the amide as a question. Which of the questions might best be
answered by using a glossary in a textbook? Choose two of the questions and 511 in the
-hart below.

A glossary would help answer these two questions from the information about winter:

Which of the questions might best be answered by using weather records? Choose two
of the questions and fall in the chart below.

Weather records would help answer these two questions from the Information
about winter.
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1..._A glossary would help answer these two questions from the information about wintez

94A-1-A

Each heading in the article asks a question. Which of the 'questions might best be
4 answered by using a glossary in a textbook? Choose two of the questions and fin in the

chart below.
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Which of the questions might best be answered by using weather records? Choose two
of the questions and fill in the chart *below.

"eather records would help answer these two questions from the information
about winter:
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94A-1-B

Each heading in the article asks a question. Which of the questions might best be
answered by using a glossary in a tratboold Choose two of the.question.s and fill in the
chart below.

A glossary would help answer these two questions from the information about winter:
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Which of the questions might best be answered by using weather records? Choose two
of the questions and fill in the chart below.

Weather records would help answer these two questions from the information
About winter:
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94A-O-A

Each heading in the article asks a question. Which of the questions might best be
answered by using a glossary in a textbook? Choose two of the questions and El in the
chart below.

A glossary would help answer these two questions from the information about winter:
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Which of the questions might best be answered by using weather records? Choose two
of the questions and fill in the chart below.

Weather records would help answer these two questions horn the information
about winter:
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94
Each heading in the article asks a question. Which of the questions might best be
answered by using a glossary in a textbook? Choose two of the questions and fin in the
chart below.

A glossary would help answer these two questions from the information about winter;

Cro Season.
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Which of the questions might best be answered by using weather records? Choose two
of the questions and fill in the chart below.

Weather records would help answer these two questions from the information
about winter.
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Grade 4 Reading 2000

Reading

DirectionsRead this article about beavers. Then do Numbers 1 through 8.

by George Laycock

Afarmer in Minnesota had a big surprise one
morning when he looked out his kitchen window.
His beautiful cornfield had turned into a
muddy lake.

The farmer rushed out to his
truck and hurried to the creek. He discovered that,
during the night, a family of beavers had moved in and built a fine
new dam across the creek. It was working perfectly, too. Hardly a
drop of water was getting through!

The farmer spent many hours tearing down the dam. Finally, the
water ran out of his cornfield and back to the flowing creek.

That night the beavers built a new dam. Every night, after the
farmer had torn down the dam, the beavers rebuilt it. They used

up the trees and the brush. Then they snipped off all of the
farmer's corn to build one last dam of cornstalks.

When they finally moved on, they left behind a farmer
who never wanted to see such hard-working beavers again!

How does the beaver do it? It sits up on its short hind
legs, using its wide, flat tail for balance. It gnaws away at the
wood with its long, sharp front teeth until the tree begins to

crack. As the tree falls, the beaver dives into the water to
keep from being hit!

Next, the beaver cuts the tree into smaller pieces that it can
push or pull through the water. The lakes and ponds created
by beaver dams also provide homes for many animals.

"Busy Builders" adapted from "The Beaver: Nature's Engineer," copyright ©1989 by George Laycock, published Page 1in Boy's Life's December 1989 issue. Reprinted by permission of the author.
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Grade 4 Reading - 2000

The beaver feels very safe in the water, where it can
escape from wolves, bobcats, bears, and other predators.
It can stay under water for 15 minutes without corning
up for air. The beaver's feet have webs between the toes,
which makes each foot a strong paddle for swimming.
Thick, waterproof fur protects the beaver from the cold.

In the water, the beaver uses its flat tail to help it steer, like a rudder on a
boat. When an enemy comes around, the beaver lifts its heavy tail and slaps
it on top of the water. This makes a loud cracking sound like a gunshot that
warns other beavers to dive into safe water.

Beavers always seem to be busy cutting trees and building dams or
beaver homes. Often they work at night so they can stay out of the way of
people. Sometimes, they can be very helpful to people. Wildlife rangers in
New Jersey once wanted to flood an area. They wanted to create a new
nesting area for water birds. Human experts said it would cost $25,000.

Then a family of beaver "experts" moved in and built a dam for free!
Everyone, including the beavers and birds, was happy.

Which sentence best tells what this story is about?

O Beavers' dams create work for farmers.

Beavers' bodies and work habits make them good builders.

O Beavers built a $25,000 dam in New Jersey.

O Beavers always seem to be happy.

2 If a wolf came to a beaver's pond, the beaver would use its tail to

O stand up taller to scare the wolf.

warn other beavers about the wolf.

O hit the wolf to protect itself.

O splash water in the wolf's eyes.

Page 2
© Colorado Department of Education
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Grade 4 Reading - 2000

3 According to the story, what helps a beaver live in water? Answer by filling in the chart.
On one side of the chart, write two facts about a beaver's body or its special abilities
that help it live in water. On the other side of the chart, tell how these things help the
beaver live in water.

Body Part or Ability That
Helps a Beaver in Water

How This Part or Ability
Helps a Beaver in Water

1) 1)

2) 2)

People use the expression "busy as a beaver" to describe someone who

O builds dams all day.

O cuts trees at night.

O helps people.

works hard.

If you wanted to find out more facts about the beaver's strange tail for a school report,
where could you find the most information?

O from a folktale called "How the Beaver Got Its Flat Tail"

from a nature book called The Beaver's Special Body

O from a cartoon called The Tale of Benji Beaver

O from a newspaper article titled "Beaver Dam Blocks River"

© Colorado Department of Education:' i Page 3
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Grade 4 Reading - 2000

6 Read this sentence from the story.

The beaver feels very safe in the water, where it can escape from wolves, bobcats,
bears, and other predators.

What does the word predators mean here?

O mammals

O beavers

enemies

O neighbors

Pretend you are a photographer and you want to take a picture of a beaver cutting
down a tree. But every time you go to a beaver pond, the beavers are frightened and run
away. Which book would help you the most with your problem?

How to Observe Wild Animals

O How Beavers Make a Dam

O Animals of the Forest

O The Best Ways to Cut Down Trees

If you were a wildlife ranger in New Jersey, how would you feel about what the beavers
did there? Explain why.

Page 4 © Colorado Department of Education
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CSAP Grade 4 Reading Scoring Guide

BUSY BUILDERS

Item 3:

According to the story, what helps a beaver live in water? Answer by filling in the chart. On one side of thechart, write two facts about a beaver's body or its special abilities that help it live in water. On the other
side of the chart, tell how these things help the beaver live in water.

Rubric

Exemplary Response:

Body Part or Ability That
Helps a Beaver in Water

How This Part or Ability
Helps a Beaver in Water

webbed feet helps beaver swim faster/makes feet into
strong paddles for swimming

thick fur/waterproof fur helps protect beaver from cold water
flat tail helps beaver steer while swimming/acts like

a rudder in water

teeth helps beaver chew trees for dam

can hold breath for 15 minutes helps beaver hide from enemies underwater
ability to swim helps beaver escape from enemies, find

food, and build dams

Score Points: (4 points maximum)

1 point for identifying one body part/ability which helps a beaver live in water.

1 point for corresponding reason why this body part/ability helps a beaver live in water.

1 point for identifying a second body part/ability which helps a beaver live in water.

1 point for corresponding reason why this body part/ability helps a beaver live in water.

Note: Information must be in correct sections of charts. This is not a reading comprehension question (seestandard below).

Standard 5: Students read to locate, select, and make use of relevant information from a variety of sources.

© Colorado Department of Education Page 5
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CSAP Grade 4 Reading Scoring Guide

BUSY BUILDERS

Item 8:

If you were a wildlife ranger in New Jersey, how would you feel about what the
beavers did there? Explain why.

Rubric

Exemplary Response:

A clear feeling/reaction with a relevant explanation:

Part A: Feeling/Reaction

happy
unhappy/sad
any other justifiable feeling/reaction

Part B: Explanation

Happy
The beavers built a dam and flooded the area for free.
The beavers saved us $25,000.
The beavers created a new nesting area for the water birds.
The beavers solved everyone's problems.
Nature is doing what it is supposed to do (the ecosystem is not disturbed).
Any other reasonable explanation that is textually based.

Unhappy /Sad
if they flooded an area I didn't want flooded
if they cut down all the trees
if they cleared the land of its plants
any other reasonable explanation that is textually based

Score Points:

2 points Response states a feeling/reaction AND an explanation textually based (feeling/reaction can
be implied from the explanation).

1 point Response states only a feeling/reaction OR response states only an explanation but no
feeling/reaction can be implied.

0 points other

Standard 4: Students apply thinking skill to their reading, writing, speaking, listening, and viewing.

Page 6
© Colorado Department of Education
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32A-4-A

32 According to the story, what helps a beaver live in water? Answer by filling in the chart
On one side of the chart, write two acts about a beaver's body or its special abilities
that help it live in water. On the other side of the chart, tell why these things help the
beaver live in water.

Body Part or Talent That
Helps a Beaver in Water

Why This
Helps a Beaver in Water

1 1
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2 2
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32A-4-B

according to the story, what helps a beaver live in wawa: liatswer by Sing in the cala
On one side of. the chart, vrrite two facts about a beaver's body or its special abilities
that hely it live in water. On the other side of the chart, tell why .thea thinv he b:2
beaver live in water.

Body Part or 'Talent That Why this
%rips a Beaver in Water 'Helps a Beaveakin Water
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32A-3-A

According to the story, what helps a beaver live in water: Answer by tit
On one side of the chart, write two facts about a beaver's body or its special
that help it live in water. On the other side of the chart, tell why these 'things he.
beaver live in water

Body Part or Talent That Why This
Helps a Beaver in Water 114113a4 Beaver in Water.

1 Web Ret

2 2
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32A-3-B

32 According to the story, what helps a beaver live in water? Answer by filling in the chart
On one side of the chart, write two facts about a beaver's body or its special abilities
that help it live in water. On the other side of the chirt, tell why these things help the
beaver live in water.

Body Part or Talent That
Helps a Beaver in Water

fief

Why This
Helps a Beaver in Water

1 CCU4Se +heir
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32A-2-A

32 According to the story, what helps a beaver live in water? Answer by filling in the chart.
On one side of the chart, write two facts about a beaver's body or its special abilities
that help it live in water. On the other side of the chart, tell wiry these things help the
beaver live in water.

Scoce. 0. 2
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32A-2-B

According to the story, what helps a beaver live in water? Answer by filling ba the chart.
On one side of the chart, write two facts about a beaver's body or its special abilities
hat help it live in water. On the other side of the chart, tell why these things help the
cleaver live in water.

Body Part or Talent That
Helpi a Beaver in Water

1

2

Why This
Helps a Beaver in Water

C)Coce 4; 2
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32A-1-A

32 According to the story, what helps a beaver live in water? Answer by filling in the chart.
On one side of the chart, write two facts about a beaver's body or its special abilities
that help it live in water. On the other side of the chart, tell why these things help the
beaver live in water.

"Walt:Mat VZ1/47

Helps a Beaver in WaterHelps a Beaver in Water
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32A-1-B

2 A) According to the story, what helps a beaver live in water? Answer by filling in the chart.

I'my On one side of the chart, write two facts about a beaver's body or its special abilities
that help it live in water. On the other side of the chart, tell why these things help the

beaver live in water.

Body Part or Talent That Why This
Helps a Beaver in Water Helps a Beaver in Water
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32A-0-A

32 According to the story, what helps a beaver-live in water? Answer by filling in the
On one side of the chart, write two facts about a beaver's body or its special abil
that help it live in water. On the other side of the chart, tell why these things hei
beaver live in water.

BOdy Part or Talent That
Helps a Beaver in Water

'Why This
Helps a Beaver in Water
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32A-0-B

31
According to the story, what helps a beaver live in water? Answer by filling in the char

I'd On one side of the chart, write two facts about a beaver's body or its special abilities
that help it live in water. On the other side of the chart, tell why these things help the
beaver live in water.

Body Part or Talent That
Helps a Beaver in Water

Why This
Helps a Beaver in Water
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37A-2-A

if you were a wildlife ranger in New Jersey, how would you feel about what the.beavers
there? Explain why.
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37A-2-B

If you were a wildlife ranger in New Jersey; how would you feel about what the beavers
did there? Explain why.
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37A-2-C

37 If you were a wildlife ranger in New Jersey, how would you feel about what the beavers
did there Explain why.
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37A-1-A

If you were a wildlife ranee:- in New Jersey, how would you feel about what the beavers
did there: Explain why,
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37A-1-B

If you were a wildlife ranger in New fersev, how would you feel about what the beavers
did there? Explain whv.
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37A-O-A

If you were a wildlife ranger in New Jersey, how would you feel about what the beavers
did there? Explain why.
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37A-0-B

37 Ifyou were a wildlife ranger in New Jersey, how would you feel about what the beavers
did there? Explain why.
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Grade 4 Writing - 2000

DirectionsDo Number 1.

I Imagine that your principal is collecting suggestions for making the school better. On
the lines below, make one suggestion and explain how it will make the school better.

- You do not have to use all the lines. Just write on as many as you need.

Page 1 © Colorado Department of Education
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Grade 4 Writing - 2000

Directions erections
For Number 1, choose the word or For Number 1, choose the
words that belong in the sentence. sentence in which the subject

and verb are correct.

My brother asleep. 0
0

0

Mr. James enjoy drawing.

Tomorrow they draws together.

Kevin says he likes to draw and
paint.

We draws and paints in school
today.

0 fall

is falling

0 are falling

0 were falling

Page 2- © Colorado Department of Education
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71A-4
O

71 Imagine that your principal is collecting suggestions for making the school better. On
the lines below, make one suggestion and explain how it will make the school better.

You do not have to use all the lines. Just write on as many as you need.
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71A-3
71 Imagine that your principal is collecting suggestions for making the school better. On

the lines below, make one suggestion and explain how it will make the school better.
You do not have to use all the lines. ;ust write on as many as you need.
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71
71A-2

magine that your principal is collecting suggestions for making the school better. On
he lines below, make one suggestion and explain how it will make the school better.

IOU do not have to use all the lines. Just write on as many as you need.
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71 A-1
71 Imagine that your Principal is collecting suggestions for making the school better. On

the lines below, make one suggestion and explain how it will make the school better.

You do not have to use all the lines. lust write on as many as you need,
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71A-0

71 Imagine that your principal is collecting suggestions for making the school better. On
the lines below, make one suggestion and explain how it will make the school better.
You do not have to use all the lines. Just write on as many as you need.
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